
 A Countryside Quiz.  Originally devised by Colin and Joyce Beck of Branston & District u3a with a 
few changes to make it a bit easier. 

 

Each of the words or phrases is a clue to what looks or sounds like a feature(§), creature(†), 
bird(*), insect(o) or plant(^) likely to be seen in the countryside in Britain. 
 

 Question   Question  

1 Write IX method§  (7,3) 26 Backward deer flags* (4,7) 

2 Bovine framework§  (6,4) 27 Pastime* (5) 

3 Putting area domestic area§ (10) 28 Danger sign grumble* (3,6) 

4 Beheaded smile 14lbs§  (9) 29 Ripped upset for pickpocket* (6) 

5 Unite reaper/thresher§  (7,9) 30 Ash or Elm shadow-box line* (4,7) 

6 One of 26 fight§ (9) 31 Sulphur; roll in mud to followo (11) 

7 Frighten spectators lose 500§  (9) 32 Lord’s wife Robin or Tito (8) 

8 Silver in French city novice§  (7,5) 33 Car hooter extra terrestrialo (6) 

9 Seen in contract order§ (7) 34 Green vegetable maleo (7) 

10 12” grand dance tone§  (8,5) 35 Sad young woman, soaro (4,9) 

11 Public passenger vehicle halt§  (3,4) 36 Punctuation marko (5) 

12 Feline from Poland†  (7) 37 Edge of hat and rocko (9) 

13 Lawn turf twist side to side† (5,5) 38 Spotted or dashed timbero (8,4) 

14 Found in pages to atlas †  (5) 39 Revolutionary naval officero (3,7) 

15 Row of bushes glutton†  (8) 40 Found in covering lettero (7) 

16 Room entrance for small rodent†  (8) 41 Sugary strongbox cob^ (5,8) 

17 Beheaded climbing aid†  (5) 42 Toe ailment wed archery bull^ (4,8) 

18 Thousand before writing fluid†  (4) 43 Sorceress’s brush^ (6,5) 

19 Tungsten headed artist’s frame†  (6) 44 Lea dessert^ (11) 

20 Public House in cut grass†  (6) 45 Fatal nocturnal colour^ (6,10) 

21 Let after South West*  (7) 46 Leopard or tiger relations^ (6) 

22 50th anniversary ogle*  (9) 47 Run away curse^ (8) 

23 Bit of and top of roof* (9) 48 Make fun of learner^ (6) 

24 Mollusc’s case lower head* (8) 49 Prickly plant German wine^ (9) 

25 Small headless chicken* (6, 3) 50 Race healthy^ (9) 

Copyright. You are welcome to use these quizzes in u3a newsletters.  For any other use or distribution 
please seek prior permission from chrisandsuewright@gmail.com 


